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FROM THE AUTHOR
Art of Setting Goal (AOSG)

“cŸSt bjšyh« ca®îŸsš k‰wJ
jŸËDª jŸshik Ú®¤J."
[lofty goals set, cannot be thwarted or defunct whether realised or not]
Human being, amid a hustle-bustle life, today, is racing against time.
“Goal Setting – Set the Goal & Hit the Road” – an essence of different
schools of thoughts brought into a presentation form. Goal setting is a
complex subject that is lucidly loaded with anecdotes, parables and
humour. The content will be a cynosure to those who are obsessed with
growth chart. Setting small goals – day to day mundane things – will be
the visa for major goals of becoming rich and famous.
Mother Nature has created many lives and all its representatives live with
a GOAL. Even an animal has goal to eke its prey. What would be the state
of Mother Nature if the Sun or Earth stops rotating … a default goal of the
Solar System? Contrastingly, though a reflection of Nature, human being
always bestowed with the boon of sixth sense to think, rethink, evaluate
and to change his path to reach a goal. In the process, he/she entails
rather is compelled to develop an action plan for, survival of the fittest
lives.
All the success and failure begin and end with Goal Setting applying
principles of SWOT, SMART, Time Matrix and DOT. When your goal is not
in proper direction, the space between where you are now and where you
want to be, turns the Setting topsy-turvy. Is it possible to construct a
flawless Goal Setting? If so, what is the software available...? Is it feasible
to achieve your goal? Then what mechanism can one adopt to achieve?
Come on...... let us postulate a new theory of Goal Setting ... Get set go?
All the best
(Dr. P.R. Subas Chandran)
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Art of setting goal

Goal! A footballer? A commoner? An animal? Any species?
A target to hit at like the archer? Goals are not dreams,
but an action plan specifically outlined to convert
our dreams into reality. Shshsh....
Goal keepers excuse.

“

Don’t you have goals? If you don’t, don’t worry.
Not having goals is also a goal.

“

My dear friend, have you ever come across a life (Human or animal)
travelling without a goal? If you have, Never mind. Anyways, all
forms of life on this earth have goals - at least one goal,
to consistently achieve them daily. A little confusing, isn’t it? Well,
relax and don’t be confused because those goals are survival like
eating, drinking, resting, etc. That means none is without a goal.
Imagine how tough it might have become to evaluate and know
what we have accomplished and how much more to pursue hadn’t
we had specific time-bound plan of action. Since we do not know
where we are, we won’t know where we are bound to in life; how far
is accomplished thus long and how much more is left to be achieved.
This creates a void in our action.
Tarry a little! I will show you a never-ending treasure from which you
can take as much as you want to disentangle the complexity of the
above void.
Disentangle the entangled complexity of complex life by setting
untangling simple goals in life - Author
We should constantly push ourselves try different things not at the
cost of changing the approach towards achieving our desires but
touchstone our worth to challenge challenges. So as to know where
11
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we are in athletic track of life, we need to know where we were and
where we want to be. Writing down these details is nothing but
‘Goal-setting’. We all have goals; hence, we all need to know how to
set goals effectively. This book deals with acute details of purposes
and how to serve our intangible needs in the best possible way.
Consider:
Ÿ Why do we need to set them?
Ÿ Who is the beneficiary?
Ÿ Where are the pitfalls?
Ÿ When to set them?
Ÿ How to set them?
Some of us want to earn millions per day or become President of a
country or own a Harley Davidson and many more. The list seems to
be never-ending but what we need to know is that only achievers
can turn these desires into reality. If you have not achieved anything
or what you’ve achieved so far doesn’t do justice to your knowledge,
don’t get disheartened. 90% of the world population is sailing in the
same boat. The primary difference between achievers and losers
like us lay in the attitude.
We, often and by default, have a mindset that has limitations. These
limitations are the ones that have been drilled and shoved down our
throats since childhood. But then we can’t entirely blame our kith
and kin, because they were attuned to a pattern of life designed by
their seniors and hence might not have been taught the nuances of
goal setting. Don’t bother. At least start now. Better late, than never.
On a national function in an educational
institution, there was a staff, who turned up
late to the event, almost after the
completion of the occasion.
The management commented, “Madam,
12
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you are too late for the occasion.” “I’m a bit too early for the next
occasion, Sir”, she gave a quick repartee. Let alone the right
justification for the wronging; still, don’t you see some optimism in
the utterance. Goal setters should not hesitate nor pause even if it is
late; trial causes nothing; there’s nothing wrong in giving a try. As
mentioned earlier, achieving is just an attitude (to know more read,
Art of Altering Attitude’) or mind-set, I would like to reiterate the fact
that we need to train our brain or show our mind what it is capable of
and how to do that.
It is not a daunting task as such to start with the rudimentary and
petty things in life. To lighten you up, I’d like to share an experience of
mine. One of my ex-employees had a heated argument with me, to
the extent that I happened to pick my spectacles and smash it to the
ground (this is not a tip). I couldn’t take his attitude anymore
because I was trying to explain to him the importance of having a
goal in life, and he believed in the theory that life would move-on at
any cost.
There was a long silence; he stormed out of the office, which left me
further annoyed. The fun part begins here. He came back after an
hour; calmly walked towards me and handed over me a bag.
I opened it and inside was a spectacle case. But, before I could say
anything, he said, “Goal-setting in my life started an hour ago when
you broke your spectacles thinking it was mine.” Both of us burst into
laughter, despite leaving the organisation for better prospects,
he joined me again but with a change in attitude.
While he needed a funny incident, you might need something else to
trigger the thought of goal setting in your life, and you can start off
trying to set small goals to develop the habit of achieving and once
achieved, celebrate those accomplishments. By doing so, you will
begin to cherish those achievements in your mind that in turn will
boost your confidence.
13
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“

Even an aeroplane, travelling at a
high speed covering thousands of miles
has to start at zero - Author

“

Since we don’t have flag offs counting the numbers from zero,
our test, small yet powerful enough to get us going, will ensure that
we have a good beginning to our attitudinal changes towards goals
and their importance in life.
I’ve tried it daily and it has worked for me so it should work for you
also and everybody. The test is simple. All you have to do is to set
25 goals, make it a part of your daily agenda and work on it at your
own pace within the set time frame, i.e. before going to sleep and
also assess the success of those goals. Let me sample out those
25 goals, and you can accommodate them according to your taste
and feasibility.
14
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Waking up in time - Yes/No
Waking up with a positive attitude and freshness- Yes/No
Morning chores done happily - Yes/no
Morning chores completed within an hour comfortably
at ease - Yes/No
5. Thanked the bestower for yet another blissful day - Yes/No
6. Attended Important calls and SMS - Yes/No
7. Skimmed the newspaper columns for the happenings - Yes/No
8. Breakfast on time happily - Yes/No
9. Got ready for work/school/college/vocation happily
on time - Yes/No
10. Travelled to workplace safely and happily - Yes/No
11. Cared to share someone’s problem in whichever
possible way - Yes/No
12. Settled down to work happily - Yes/No
13. Scheduled the work for the day within the time frame - Yes/No
14. Get on with work smoothly and happily - Yes/No
15. Keep pace with time with respect to work - Yes/No
16. Made scope for lunch in time - Yes/No
17. completed the agenda for the day in time - Yes/No
18. Found time to have a casual chat with peers - Yes/No
19. Reached home safe in time happily - Yes/No
20. Spent a little time on hobbies - Yes/No
21. Sat down with family members for a pleasant chitchat - Yes/No
22. Had a comfortable dinner in time - Yes/No
23. Seen to it that there are n’t any carryovers to the next day- Yes/No
24. Achieved something new for the day - Yes/No
25. Got to bed thanking the Creator for the successful
accomplishments of the day - Yes/No
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Now ask yourself: “Are there goals or still no goals to accomplish”,
if this doesn’t seem like a fully loaded and practical list of goals. Well
begun is half done, The first and the last (finishing a goal happily)’
are the most critical ones because the ultimate purpose of this book
is your happiness which is least possible without a good beginning
and an ending (Give a try reading Art of Beginning the Day and
Art of Ending the Day). Surprisingly, if achieving a goal makes you
happy, then you’ll gradually find yourself finishing subsequent ones
on time.
On the first day, you could finish 5 out of 25 and don’t forget to pat
yourself on achieving 20% in comparison with 0% on the previous
day. By this time, you will have understood the nature of the task and
you’ve hit the ¼ mark, so, get going for the 50% mark and gradually
move towards the 100% mark. A word of caution! Once you put
down the list, never remove a goal, whether accomplished or not,
from it. If we start accommodating adjustments, then we wouldn’t
be able to complete our goals on time.
When you set such goals, you’ll understand that if you could not
finish taking a bath and getting dressed in 20 minutes, you should
accommodate breakfast at other intervals. Likewise, you are doing
justice to yourself by managing time and task. I’m the living proof of
following this list, and it has done wonders to my confidence and my
ambitions.
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Looking carefully at the 25 items on the tableau will tell that once
you’ve completed these ordinary goals and made it a part of your
life, you can move on to setting bigger goals like reading a novel,
planting a tree, community service, practising handwriting, clearing
long pending work, doing a bit of yoga exercise*, learning 5 new
words per day, solving 10 analytical problems in an hour, etc.
because now you have the confidence to pick up challenges.
Well now, dare you say you don’t have goals? Come let’s proceed
further as these 25 will inspire us into 50 or 100 more of them.
A goal, more obscure, will consume a lot of time and resources. Life
without goal is like a boat without a rudder and the quality of things
we receive in life will also diminish but the time consumed increases.
This has an impact on our gratitude towards people, things around
us and even life.
Please take a piece of paper and a pencil with an eraser. This
exercise is imperative to make goal setting a possibility. We will
explain this in the following pages.
We have already motivated you with 25 small goals which in a set of
time you might have achieved 100%. Such is the power of
confidence allow you reinforce these 25 goals into 50 and then, 100.
In no time, possibly in a month or two you will be familiar with how to
set small goals and achieve them.
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When you reached cent percent, reorient your mindset to set
10 bigger goals, and fix a time limit. This may take a little more time.
But don’t give up. With 10 goals also there is the feasibility of achieving
smaller goals. Once you achieve 10 goals, and then set one goal
which could be attainable in a short span time of two or five years.
Now that your mind is familiar with goal your realising it becomes a
game, not a task, more of a fun.

Goal setting
What are goals? How to set them?

“

Dreams are not those you see in sleep.
Dreams are those that don’t let you sleep.

“

- Dr A. P. J. Abdul Kalam

Goal is Life and Life, Goal. The very purpose of life living is Goal.
Goals are clear targets that are synchronised with a specific time
frame and determined action plan. How to set Goal- The way you
fashion your life! Simple as that! You are your parents’ goal, and your
goal is to continue the legacy. Always keep updating goals to keep
up with the advancements in the world because goals drive your
motivations in a clear and measurable direction.

Success

Man needs his difficulties
because they are necessary
to enjoy success
- A.P.J Abdul Kalam
18
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Economics teaches us that there is no end to wants, and so, there is
no end to needs. With endless needs, we need to find a practical
and simple approach to achieve them, which is nothing but goalsetting. Our survey says that the goals are never-ending since they
are our endless wants too. For instance, a person wants to earn
Rs.50,000/- per month, and once he starts from there, after a year
or so, he would now want to earn double. A start-up entrepreneur
wants to scale up his presence, and when he reaches the pinnacle,
he aims for a brand extension or a brand stretch. The best part is that
he leads an ordinary life like you and me. We also learn from the
survey that those people who accomplished their goals have more
failures than those who are yet to achieve their goals. Having learnt
from failures, they have continued their journey, as goals have been
their milestones of satisfaction.

Why goals?
You are a part of nature and you can’t stay away from it. Nature
is in tune with the rhythmic pattern of a disciplined life. This
ingrained nature also has goals like us. We generally don’t see
them as goals but more as habits like eating food, sleeping,
talking and travelling. Those daily activities might have been
our goals when we were babies, and because we repeated
them so many times, those goals have become our habit. Set
targets and keep achieving them continuously and then, making
becomes your habit.
Then, why not goals?
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When you dream or think of a dream you had, remember that no
one on the planet bears any responsibility to it except you. If at all
someone can do something about it, it’s you. You are solely
responsible to fulfil them. This also stands true for our needs and
wants and not just dreams, and so we can set some short term goals
for them as well.
Let us first differentiate needs from wants. Needs are our immediate
requirements for survival either for ourselves or others. Wants, on
the other hand, are the lackings or desires that leave us often with
an unsatisfied mind thirsting for more say for example, our comforts
and luxury. One is elemental, without which survival is questioned;
while the other is aspiring ‘for more’. One needs a car while the other
wants an AUDI. The best part of goal setting enables us to assess our
strengths and weaknesses; distinguishing the limited reachable
goals within our purview from those of ill-limited and farfetched
ones. Goal setting guides mind through a designed strategic
disciplined pattern of life. Self confidence, self esteem, self
satisfaction, self reliance and self control imbibed enable us to
pursue our lives peacefully and harmoniously revelatory of a great
sense of accomplishment. Isn’t that true? For ages we have been
taught time is the best healer. True, but it is also the biggest excuse to
sit back in pain and suffering. So, let’s take control of our lives and
then be grateful for things we get to achieve.
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Many people attribute their success and failure
to luck, but not many realise, due to lack of
properly-being taught, that when you have
goals, LUCK becomes Labour Undaunted
Counting on Knowledge. Yes! The abbreviation is
well defined because any lack of knowledge or
planning will make a person tumble down from
the topmost rung of the ladder to the bottom
most letting one thrive from the scratch.
Husain Bolt, the world’s fastest man did not
achieve that tag by merely running but by chasing the goal through
his persevered labour under the correct knowledge he had acquired
(training) to reach the pinnacle.
Goals ensure focus on your efforts and drive your motivation to a
clear direction. So any purpose if generated organised and attained
through proper planning, for sure, becomes a reality. In life, we all
have dreams of a better life, of a life where things come exactly how
we want. It can be our finances, our family, our health, our
contribution to the society or all of the above.
Remember I requested you to get a piece of paper to write? We need
to gather the prerequisites before we write our goals.

Prerequisites
Documenting: The goal is fundamental and hence preserving it
in our minds will only reassure that we don't lose track or delay.
Putting down goals on a piece of paper and reviewing them
regularly gives you a 95% chance on the higher end. As per
statistics, 2% of the world’s population controls the rest of the 98%.
This small percent of people have a habit of documenting. This small
21
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exercise helps them in organising their lives. Why be controlled
when we can control ourselves?

Delimiting limits: Second, in line is ‘no limits’. Limiting your mind
makes it shrink its profound capability and narrows down our
perspective towards everything. A beggar was once asked what he
would do if he were given one lac rupees. He replied saying that he
would buy a golden bowl to beg (not in insolence of the
underprivileged) it’s not their disability but a mindset that is
restricted. History is full of great achievers.
There were two friends: One was arguing his breath out that if
each is given equal opportunity the development will be uniform.
The other said: Don’t try to straighten dog’s tail. Each is with his own
limitations. Let me give you a practical demo. He took a new set of
clothes and gave it to his young servant maid. She wore them and
danced about for a while; immediately after some time, she
changed back to her old clothes and got back to work,-back to the
pavilion. The first friend who was watching all this, asked her:
“now, that you have another new dress why do you want to wear the
same?” She replied, ‘if i am satisfied with this one i will idle out rest of
the days till the other wears out ; moreover I’ll remind myself of the
next level of pursuit when I’m looked down upon in my worn out
costume”. The answer struck him. This is also a way not to draw line
to your vision- after all, sky is the limit.
Self-belief: Dig your past to look for incomplete plans lying in your
memory and check why they failed. The most common answer is the
lack of confidence or lack of resources, correct? Then why do
achievers keep saying ‘belief in you.’ Also, remember no one knows
your dreams as you do. Once there was a farmer. He overheard
some hearsay that there was a huge treasure lay buried in his farm.
He started digging it. Three days consecutively he did nothing but
22
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exhume. On the fourth day, a passer by chance remarked that it
sounded idiotic to do so. Hence he gave it up. An idler, lazy goosy,
who was a silent spectator till then, gave a try. Lo and behold! He
did get a big pot of treasure.

Responsibility/ownership: No need to look for ownership
anywhere else as it’s your dream; it’s your life. Unless nominate
yourself, you would not be able to give it your best shot because you
are responsible for 90% of the problem or the solution and 10% is
external.

“

The victory of success is half won when one gains the
habit of setting and achieving goals.

“

- Mandino, American author.

Having mentioned about responsibility, at this point, let me throw
some light on four critical factors of the journey towards your goal.
It is also crucial for you to understand these factors thoroughly and
assess where you stand. They are abbreviated as ‘S.W.O.T’.

S- Strengths: It is your responsibility to know your strengths what
your teachers, parents, family members and also to a great extent,
your friends have pointed them out to you. It is
ultimately you who have to figure out what your
strengths are and where they lie.
Does almost everything right, but its weakness of
having short paws has stopped it from reaching her
goal. Robert Bruce enkindled his dormant grit
–strength inspired by the spider, though.
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W- Weaknesses: Your weak points are for you to understand and
be cautious. If you cannot be responsible for your weaknesses,
you may do 9/10 slides right, but the last step might go awry and
result in chaos. Adolf Hitler so much so studied his strengths couldn’t
assess his weakness which culminated in committing suicide.
O- Opportunities: Be attentive all the time. Opportunity does
knock but once. When it doesn’t, you already know the abbreviation
for ‘LUCK’. Apply that principle and create opportunities. You too
must be aware of: “a performer awaits opportunity; a leader uses it
but an entrepreneur, creates one”. Who do you want to be?
T- Threats: This is the most exciting prospect of any journey.
Threats have to be confronted anytime, anywhere and from
anybody. Threats are also obstacles to be surmounted. If you are
unequipped with they throw you back to square one. These can
come from the society, pessimists, friends, relatives and also your
guilt and fear. So, gear up well before you begin.

Important
Urgent
Matrix

Please fix your goals in the matrix, wherever you feel they fit.
24
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Sharing: Find a family member or a friend who accepts you for
what you are. This is also important because sometimes things
cannot be achieved just by our gut feelings or motivation.
Since human is a social animal, webbed with dependence to
achieve a goal you always need a support mechanism from lives on
this earth. In case you want to travel in a car to reach a destination,
there are many bumps and potholes which are not in our hands.
Bear in mind you have got to be with the people, to lean on, weep
over shoulders, lay head in the laps of....
Most of us might have heard of a legendary actor and politician
of the south M.G. Ramachandran (MGR). It is not after enjoying a
successful acting career, but, all through his adult life, he desired
to become the chief minister. He made a movie called
“Nadodi Mannan” (the Gypsy king) in 1958 as a director and
actor in which he had brought out his concept of a true politician
and a chief minister in later life following what he enacted
when he became the chief minister.
- Author.

Association: “Tell me your company I’ll tell you what you are”
(Albert Einstein) Put yourself in a rose garden and then in a funeral.
The ambience in the garden is fully charged with the fragrance.
Your body will also be romancing with the scent. But, in a funeral,
your body and mind would be dull, inactive; you walk and talk in a
low pitch. No Jokes! Isn’t it? Choosing an association is like picking
food from a buffet. “Yes! A velvety wheat halwa is a wrong
association to a person with diabetes.”
Wonderful! Now with these ingredients, goal-setting will spice up
our lives. Depending on the size of the goal, choose the size of the
visual aid. Take a rectangular hardboard paper or plain sheet
25
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“

If you believe you ‘can’ or if you believe you ‘cannot’,
both are correct because ‘can’ and ‘cannot’ are not
just adjectives but the mantra of your life journey.

“

- Henry Ford.

pinned up on a cardboard with your goal written in big bold fonts at
the top and see to provide enough space below to make any
changes. Be sure to place it where it readily catches your sight,
preferably next to a mirror or your closet or your work desk, your
convenience.
If space permits, you can add your smaller-goals. In the space below
to the left corner, write the date. Set a deadline. Here be very careful
not to exaggerate. Too short a period may give you a panic attack
and too long a deadline will subconsciously force you to have a laid
back attitude. Take time but write a date at the bottom right corner.
Once you mention the date, it means by that date you need to be
celebrating.
Come up with a plan to execute all the actions required to get to your
goal by the set deadline. Be as creative as you can and do allow your
mind to be excited.
Jot down the space between the goal and the timeline; this again
becomes a small-goal. Now, mark milestones or checkpoints
between the beginning and the conclusion.
Use temporary marks to indicate your progress. Temporary,
because not all things happen as planned. If possible, use colour
pens green for goals achieved in time and red if some actions have
exceeded the set specific deadline.
Using a cell phone and computer are least preferred, but if you find it
more useful, then you can use reminder option in the phone and
26
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computers use office tools like outlook calendar ‘tick tick’ (most
advanced App) or just any document where you can update your
progress. Once we are through with the above steps, journey to the
depths of your confidence and ability blossoms.
Planning:
Failing to plan is planning to fail - Benjamin Franklin
Without set goals and plans to achieve them, our lives wouldn’t have
any sense of direction. Like a boat without a rudder; a plane without
runway taking off, no matter what great heights it has
accomplished, is still of no value. Therefore goals have to be
determined and specific.

Just for fun
One day God appeared before a devotee praying and sacrificing
for more than 20 years.
“Oh my God, thank you very much for appearing. Please fulfil my
desire.”
“What do you want my devotee?”
“I should be endowed with a bag full of money, surrounded by
women and should possess a big vehicle.”
“Granted!” and god disappeared.
S o fa r, e v e r y t h i n g s e e m e d f i n e. H e p u t
20 long years effort, he planned what to say
which is well furnished or he thought so and
finally, his wish was granted by god. The fun
part begins here and shows an apparent
lack of planning.
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The devotee was made a bus conductor in a lady’s bus. What a
bummer!
The devotee did not plan well enough in making a wish because he
did not know what he wanted to be. If only he had a well-planned
desire in his mind, he would have known what to ask. Unless we
train ourselves to communicate effectively (Refer Art series available
on Communicative skills,Books:11-15), setting goals would be a
futile exercise. By ‘setting goals’ it means we are ready to produce all
the things required including planning to achieve the goals,
communicate well with all the people involved (Refer Art of Ramping
Interpersonal Relationship) with gratitude and respect and
determination to complete the task at hand.
The funny incident further conveys the importance of
being smart, and I don’t just mean being
astute when I say smart:

“SMART”
SPECIFIC

Good goals are dear and defined.
If your goals are too general they
will be hard to accomplish.

MEASURABLE

You must be able to measure your
progress towards your goal so you
know when you have reached it!

ACTION PLAN

Set an action plan that tells
what you are going to do!

REALISTIC

Make sure that your goal is not
too hard or too easy!

TIME LIMIT

Think about what you want to
accomplish in the next couple of weeks.
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Now SMART here not only means being incisive
but a lot more than that.

S – Specific: Be specific in what you want or desire. This will help
you find the right direction. E.g., making 10 million, a tax paid legal
money.
M – Measurable: Once you have a specific goal and a direction,
the yardstick measures and analyses the set limits of time and action
in the steps you take in the journey.
A- Attainable: On gauging your goals, you will understand the
attainability factor. You don’t have to desire an AUDI within one year
and disappoint yourself when you know you have just taken up
office for an INR 60,000/- per month salary. Your immediate goal
should be to better yourself and see to it that AUDI is attainable for
you.
R- Realistic: Make sure your dreams and desires are realistic
because setting a goal to become an astronaut is attainable but not
travelling into a black hole and coming back. So be wise.
T- Time-bound: Set yourself a timeframe and a deadline for
goals. I emphasise this because no one can measure and alter time.
You can’t continue to desire to become a civil servant at the age of
28 or 32 (in some cases). If your goal is to crack the civil exam, do it
before 28 or even before that if you can. Remember, time and tide
wait for none.
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Celebrate your success: Not celebrating achievements builds
lethargy and discourages from having enough motivation and
determination to take up the next task. Do remember to rejoice once
the goal is reached and thank all those that are involved in the
process - warning: resting on laurels can also mean slack.
Set a goal; have an organised approach and follow all the
techniques to become successful. But it may not be as effective as
you might have desired. To avoid slightest misfortune
disappointments, groom your goal, to ‘DOT’ which is:

D-Determination: Be resolved constantly reminding yourself of
the distance to go.

O- Optimism: Optimism is nothing but eliminating negativity*
(read ‘Art of Eliminating Negativity’ for more). Your confidence
should always be two notches above the usual. If someone
disheartens you that you can’t you should rise like the phoenix
manifold times to achieve your goal, don’t be content with just that
and seek for more ideas. This will provide you with optimism beyond
your capacity, and you will ultimately extend your boundaries to
reach farther.
T- Temperament: This is perhaps the most important subject of
human psychology. Tampering temperament will not take you
anywhere, but have good aptitude to guide you well because it is
nothing but your personality.

All have dreams, and so, goals whether conscious
of it or not. The only difference is what and how.
- Author
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Role model - a new definition:
A person or any living thing or an event that serves as an
example or an inspiration enhancing one to learn and update
his/her lifestyle for better. We were born replicating the DNA,
copying the structure, traits and characteristics of our
forefathers and parents. We learnt to speak by imitating others
who spoke whatever language around us, the way they are
dressed. Why shy away from aping the attitudes of those who
are epitomes of success, icons in present and future. Do you
know my pet dog is my role model to spread positive energy
through enthusiasm? I do not remember a day or time he did
not greet me with loads of enthusiasm wagging its tail till he
was put to sleep. Please don’t be happy with a few role models.

Case Study
The king of Scotland, Robert Bruce, was both brave and wise.
The times in which he lived were wild and dangerous. He created
hope for the people of Scotland. In an ambitious pursuit to conquer
all the neighbouring countries, the king of England declared war on
Scotland and to chase Robert out of the land. Robert the Bruce
waged battle after battle against mighty English army had led his
brave little army against his vast and fierce English troops. He faced
defeat several times, that sapped the morale of the Scottish army.
Every attempt was a lesson to Bruce, and every failure reduced his
confidence, making him take desperate measures, the result is the
same every time. After an inevitable a desperate and gutsy battle,
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the king was forced to hide in the woods on the mountains. To make
matters worse it started raining all over the land. Robert Bruce got
frustrated with his pathetic condition as a king. He came to a cave.
Listening to the water drops pouring down over the cave, he was
tired and felt sick at heart. Just as the debris of the forest got
washed away by the flowing water, so was his confidence to regain
his throne. Much to his dismay, with no plan in sight, he found his
hopes dashed. As he was awaiting his imminent death in the cave,
he noticed something that changed his life and fate of Scotland.
Right over his head, he noticed a spider was trying to weave herself
a web. Instinctively, he changed his place but could not stop himself
from watching the spider. He found the spider was weaving its web
to stay in with utmost artistry and care. Though he felt he could have
been more careful before in building his kingdom than wait for
desperate times, he still amused himself in watching the charming
eight-legged weaver.
The spider had to throw her thread from one edge of
the cave wall to the other side to make the most critical
link, once the path was laid, the spider would not have
any difficulty in completing her home and to trap her
prey. Bruce sat upright and attentively watched the
spider. First attempt failed, then the spider climbed
back on to the ledge and plunged again, this time it
was better but not good enough. Next time the
spider went up higher and then tried with no luck.
The spider persisted with its attempts with no
success. It was her sixth attempt; “Poor thing”,
pitied Robert equating the spider’s condition with
his fate. “You too know what it’s like to fail six times
in a row” commented the humbled king.
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Here comes the twist, while attempting the sixth time the spider fell
because of slippery surface. He checked where the spider had
fallen and to see if it was alright. The spider was okay and also
making her way back to the promontory without losing hope.
Robert the Bruce forgot his pitiable predicament and felt motivated
by the persistence of the spider to achieve its goal. While the Spider
leapt the twenty first time, the Bruce prayed for the spider’s success.
Would it fail? Would it fall again? No! The spider made it! Jumped
and reached the other side of the wall. “Yes!” the Bruce cried out
frantically and enthusiastically as if the victory of the spider was his
own. “Found the way! Let me give a try shall try? Trial causes
nothing” declared the King. Standing up from his place, he
summoned his commanders . The ensuing Victor y and
Independence were inevitable to Scotland . The Bruce of Scotland
took inspiration from the spider but improvised a plan to achieve his
goal to regain his kingdom. Indian History chronicles Mohammed
Gajini’s seventeen invasions on Somnathpur.

Methodology:
Try, try, try till you succeed. Perseverance, persistence and
Patience, interspersed with critical observation, visual aid,
counsel of the brave.
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Result: How did the king succeed the seventh time? This time he
had pulled out all the experiences from his previous encounters
with defeat and asked a scribe to list all his shortcomings from the
earlier battles. He took counsel from his ministers and commanders
and informed, “we have nothing to fill the gaps but use our
homeland to our advantage.”
First, he had to gather the troops at one place, with a plan and
encouragement and with a fixed time-frame. In the meantime, he
had asked an architect to create a miniature of the battlefield and
his troops. As his strategy unfolded, he would change places on his
miniature to keep himself updated. This strategy worked, and his
goal to retrieve his kingdom was successful. Not just victory but
from then on Scotland is considered as an independent country and
historians would trace their independence to this batter and Robert
Bruce and the Spider story.
You and I have successfully reached a goal at this point. Celebrate
life with a goal. Goals will fit you in lead roles/star roles where
you ooze your positive energy to your team, audience, followers,
or fans.
Cheers, Life is a game, let’s play it....Thumbs up! Hats off to all
success story tellers. Flags off! Get set go.!..!..!
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